Resource Sheet 1 - Underwater Survey Equipment
Tapes
This is the fundamental underwater survey tool; it is worth getting it right. The most practical type is
the open reel fibreglass reinforced plastic 30m tape. Avoid the more accurate steel- reinforced
plastic tapes, which are fine on land (although considerably more expensive) but rust quickly
underwater – but consider having one as a reference tape, to check or calibrate your underwater
tapes against.








Try to get tapes which are metric only – the type with imperial on one side and metric on the
other can cause confusion. If you can only get imperial/metric tapes draw a thick black line
through the imperial side with a permanent marker pen.
Choose tapes which do not have mild steel fittings – these will rust.
Add a reusable cable tie to the end – this will allow the tape to be secured to any type of
control point.
Check your tapes! Calibrate tapes at the start of each season against each other or against a
reference tape. Discard any tapes which differ significantly from the others.
Use bulldog clips when fastening the middle of the tape to control points (when creating
baselines). If you knot the tape to the CP it will break fairly quickly.
Attach a clip so that the tape can be fastened to your harness/stab jacket – avoid string, this
will only get tangled.

More information on tapes is available here:
http://www.3hconsulting.com/MeasurementsDistance.htm

Open reel 30m tape

Not all tapes are equal – comparison of
seven tapes at 20m

Stainless steel tape end after use underwater

Mild steel tape end after use underwater

Folding Rule
A carpenter’s 1m folding rule is useful for taking shorter measurements. Plastic rules without any
metal fittings are best for underwater use. They can also be used as photographic scales. They are
available at some hardware shops and from NAS.

All plastic 1m folding rule

Folding rule in use underwater

Drawing Boards
Underwater drawing boards can be made of any waterproof material, but high-density PVC has been
found to be the most effective. Ideally they should sink so that they can be put down without
floating away. Two sizes are commonly used, A4 and A3, but they should in each case be larger than
the paper to be used, to allow for taping the paper to the board. They should have a clip attached so
that they can be fastened to your harness/stab jacket – avoid string, this will only get tangled. For
similar reasons attaching a pencil to the board with string can be troublesome. Attach drafting film
to the drawing board using PVC electrical tape, preferably around all four edges of the paper.

High density PVC drawing boards, A3 and A4

Pencils
Ordinary pencils will write underwater (especially on drafting film) but will only last for a few dives
as they split when used underwater. The use of wood free pencils has been found to be successful.
One type which works well is the Bic Evolution pencil – these are less than £2 for 12 from stationers.
A simple underwater pencil holder can be made from 22mm plastic waste pipe by flattening the
tube after heating the pipe with a hot air gun. This holds three pencils, protects the points and can
be carried in the dive suit pocket.

A simple underwater pencil
holder made from 22mm
plastic waste pipe.

Reel
A standard diving SMB reel can be useful as a bottom line, especially when searching. Mark the line
with a permanent felt tip marker every metre – you can then use the reel for underwater
assessment surveys and quick sketch plans. Also useful for radial surveys.

SMB reel and line

Right: SMB reel line markings – from
top to bottom- 1m, 3m, 5m, 7m and
12m

Compass
When surveying and drawing it is always useful to know where north is. A compass is also required
for simple radial surveys (position-fixing using distance and bearing). Use a standard diver’s compass
attached to your stab jacket or buy miniature compasses which can be glued to your drawing board.

Control Points
A variety of different materials have been used for underwater survey control points. One of the
most convenient is steel reinforcing bar, 10-12mm in diameter and available from builders’
merchants in 6m lengths. One problem with this is that they rust underwater, and in close proximity
to large iron objects such as guns and anchors can fail within 18 months . This does not matter
where they are only required for one or two seasons – but where greater longevity is required use
stainless steel reinforcing rods. These work best on soft sediments but can also be driven into
fissures in rocks. They can be set into larger fissures using a mixture of concrete and PVA. Pitons can
also be used in fissures, but they tend to corrode fairly quickly underwater.
To ensure the long term survival of survey control points, large granite blocks with stainless control
points fixed into drilled holes with polyvinyl resin have been used with success. The granite blocks
need to be quite large and so mechanical handling on the support vessel is required. You only need
to use three or four of these on a site to ensure that the CP network can be recreated.
Use copper nails if fixing control points to the timbers of a wreck – these are available from
chandlers and boat builders. Anything attached to the timber of a wreck will only last as long as the
timber, so should be considered temporary.
See RS4 for more details

Tags and Labels
Any hard plastic sheeting can be used to create survey or artefact labels (tags). These can be marked
using permanent felt tip marker, in which case they remain legible for one or two seasons. More
permanent labels can be created by using a soldering iron to burn the number into the plastic tag.
The most convenient labels are the yellow hard plastic survey disks available from York Survey Ltd
and NAS.
A more permanent (but expensive) solution is stainless steel tags stamped using commercially
available steel stamps (numbers and letters are available).

York Survey tag marked with felt-tip pen

Stainless steel tag marked using metal stamps

York Survey tag marked with soldering iron

Set of numbered metal stamps

Camera
This is not intended as a guide to underwater photography. The advent of the small compact digital
camera with reasonably priced underwater housing means underwater photography is more
accessible than it has ever been. These are a few tips – learned the hard way!
Small compact cameras with underwater housings are small enough that you can clip one to your
harness or jacket and carry it all the time. These cameras are not as good as dedicated underwater
cameras – in particular the lack of a wide angle lens imposes limitations. Wide angle adapters can be
added to these cameras but that somewhat removes their main advantage – that you can carry one
while conducting survey. Add a wide angle adapter and it becomes too big and unwieldy to leave
dangling from your stab jacket.
You can achieve more realistic colours underwater by setting the white balance manually on the
digital camera– use the back of your drawing board as the white balance target (or buy a pair of
white fins).
The best camera of all is the one you have with you, rather than the one you left on the boat.
Choose a camera which is small and light and has a reasonably wide angle lens – 24mm (full frame
equivalent) is the currently (Nov 2010) the widest available. Recently discontinued digital compact
cameras with underwater housings can often be bought very cheaply second-hand (try ebay). Avoid
using flash except for close-ups.

Digital compact underwater camera housing.
Shown in standard form and with the
supplementary wide angle lens fitted

Photo Scales
Underwater
ALWAYS use a photo scale. If none is available use a folding rule, and if that is missing use a diver.
Place the scale parallel to the lower frame of the photograph if possible. A dedicated photo scale is
always best, and you can make these easily.
See RS2 for more details.

On land
Always include a scale when photographing objects on land. Special sets of small photographic scales
are available readymade (see RS6 for details). The scale should usually be placed parallel to the
lower frame edge of the photograph.

Small photographic scales available
from IMBTEG. 5cm, 10cm and 25cm.
These scales are not suitable for use
underwater

Very small photographic scales
available from IMBTEG. 10mm and
20mm

Survey Arrows
These are useful for defining temporary points, holding the end of your tape or supporting your
planning frame over uneven ground. They can also be used to mark finds and for probing in sand and
soft sediments. Although they can be made out of any wire, 3mm is best. Stainless steel welding
rods work well and can be purchased quite easily. Bend the end into a circular handle and attach
flagging tape to improve visibility.

Stainless steel survey arrow with yellow flagging tape attached

Crayons
Wax crayon can be useful for creating temporary control points or measurement points on guns,
anchors and large rocks. Yellow seems to be the best colour. Road marking crayons are available
from survey suppliers and builders merchants.

Flagging Tape
This is thin plastic ribbon-like material available in bright colours from survey suppliers (York Survey).
It can be used to mark CPs, survey arrows and other seabed objects to make them more visible.

Drafting Film
This is the best thing to use for recording underwater, as it is translucent, waterproof and
dimensionally stable. It is available in rolls and as cut sheets. The A4 cut sheets are also available in a
form suitable for printing in laser printers – this allows the production of waterproof forms and scale
backing grids. The latter are particularly useful in that squared sheets can be produced where each
square corresponds to a square on your planning frame at your chosen drawing scale. This removes
a potential error source and makes drawing to scale easy even for the relatively inexperienced. See
RS12 (templates) for templates to print backing grids at 1:5, 1:10 and 1:20 for planning frames with
200mm grid squares. These can be easily modified to work with other planning frame grid sizes. Any
of the other included form templates can be printed onto A4 drafting film in the same way.
Instructions are included in RS11.

Planning Frames
One of the best ways of producing accurate surveys underwater is to use planning frames. These can
be positioned along base lines fixed to control points. They allow relatively unskilled draughtsmen to
produce an accurate drawing fairly quickly. Although an offset survey is quicker in skilled hands, it is
intrinsically less accurate and requires more practice to achieve good results.
There are many different designs which have been used for underwater planning frames. Anyone
who has attended a NAS training course will have seen the plastic tube and string versions in use on
the NAS part I course.
A more robust and easily made planning frame can be produced by cutting steel reinforcing mesh
into 1m or 1x2m pieces. The reinforcing mesh with 200mm squares is cheap and widely available
from builders’ merchants. Instructions for making these are contained in RS3. Steel mesh planning
frames are robust enough to leave on the seabed overnight and will withstand considerable abuse –
unlike elastic or string which is subject to breaking and stretching.
See RS3 for more details

A typical set of underwater survey
equipment

